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10,4 mln  PV 

     5 mln  UU  

176 000    fans  

114 000    followers  

Party.pl is all about stars! Their everyday 

life and big events. Exclusive news and interviews. Our 

personas are celebrities who are loved all over Poland. 

It is the most important source of information for us.  

We love the stars! We write without hate, because  

we believe that people like to read positive news. 

 

 
Aneta Wikariak 

Editor-in-chief, party.pl 

 

Source: GemiusPrism  III 2023; Facebook, Instagram III 2023  



Latest news can be immediately found on Party.pl,  

and unique celebrity pictures on our Instagram,  

loved by thousands of followers. 

News materials with celebrities without hate  

had 8.5 mln views on our  FB Watch. 

We reach the youngest Party fan on TikTok,  

where our most watched tiktok was displayed 3.4 mln times! 

Party.pl is No. 1 among websites in  

„Gossip, Celebrity Life” category in terms  

of AI among women 

Source: Mediapanel, X 2022, AI, cateogry „Lifestyle: Gossip, Celebrity Life” TG: women  7-75, website ranking without websites  below RU Threshold 

We are 24/7 with our user  
Throughout the day, we instantly inform you about the latest events,  

react to trends and inspire. 



 

Users of party.pl:  
• are involved - that's thousands of comments, shares and likes  

on our profiles 

• they are looking for information about the stars at any time - that's 

why we deliver it all day long 

• they are inspired by stars - they want to buy what celebrities wear 

• they are modern – they use all SM channels at all ages! We reach 

them both on FB and on TikTok 

Source: Mediapanel , RU  II  2023;  

Our users appreciate that we inform them about  

celebrities’ lives, but we never hate celebrities! 

65% 

are aged 

25-54  

64% 

live in cities 

82% 

have higher or 

secondary education 



What makes us special? 

 
Fans of fashion couldn’t imagine autumn without  

Party Fashion Night. 

 

It is one of the most important fashion events in the 

country, for a decade invariably attracting the biggest 

names in the fashion industry, fashion lovers and 

people from the world of show business. The digital 

version of the Party Fashion Week event is a unique 

week of inspiration from the world of Polish fashion, 

available to everyone, from anywhere in the world.  

 

All celebrity fans fight every year for their idols to win 

the Party.pl Plebiscites - Party Star and Party Young. 

Each edition of this plebiscite is worth millions votes 

cast! 
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